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      Doing things with words in philosophical discussion: Authority, gender, and empowerment Prof. Rae Langton, University of Cambridge Overview. What you can do with your words depends on who you are, and how you are situated, including background patterns of authority. This applies to philosophical discussion, as to conversations anywhere. Since these patterns of authority are sometimes gendered, there can be gendered patterns of silence and empowerment, in the things we do, or fail to do, with words. Authority can evolve dynamically, following rules of accommodation (Lewis), with implications for epistemic injustice (Fricker) and ‘the guru effect’ (Sperber). I want to put a spotlight on this dynamic, as a force for ill, but also, potentially, for good. 1. Some phenomena. Philosophical discussion; asking questions in philosophy; taxonomy of question-styles (Stern); blog, ‘What is it like to be a woman in philosophy?’; Mary Beard on a Punch cartoon (‘That’s an excellent suggestion, Miss Triggs. Perhaps one of the men here would like to make it’). Different sorts of discussion; combative, co-operative; relevance of accidental features (e.g. chair arrangements, in both senses of ‘chair’); the point of questions; group and individual identities. 2. Some kinds of authority. Background: J.L. Austin on authority as a success condition of certain speech acts. Practical vs. epistemological authority (Raz, Fricker). Epistemological authority as expertise plus credibility. Institutional vs. informal authority (Austin, Maitra). How these interact. How an unjust distribution of authority can be comparable to, or partly instantiate, testimonial injustice (Fricker). 3. More on Austin on authority. (i) As felicity condition (or presupposition?) of certain speech acts, e.g. making law, christening ships, ordering, ranking. Authority’s presence enables some speech acts; its absence makes others misfire (ship-naming, and Austin’s ‘low type’). (ii) As conferred and removed by certain speech acts, e.g. knighting, coronation; firing. Its role in exercitives, verdictives; in resolving ambiguous illocutionary force (‘coming from him, I took it as an order’). 4. Lewis on accommodation in a language game. Conversation is like a sports game: a scoreboard tracks play, and norms governing appropriate play. But unlike a sports game: language games follow ‘rules of accommodation’, conversational score tending to evolve in whatever way is required to make play count as correct—unless blocked. Paradigm example of presupposition accommodation: ‘even George could win’. Relatedly: permission, salience, standard-shifting. 5. Authority, like presupposition, follows rule of accommodation. Practical authority: accommodation in informal settings, e.g. hike planner, traffic director, racist abuser on subway (Maitra). Epistemological authority: credibility follows rules of accommodation (‘Even George knew…’). In informal settings, assumption of authority risky, but will be accommodated—if easy—unless blocked. Assumption of authority as a kind of presupposition introduction, accommodated unless blocked, cf. William James: ‘faith in a fact can help create a fact’. 6. Authority and hearers’ acts and omissions. Bystanders/participants contribute to the conferring of speaker authority, through uptake (Austin), and through their acts of blocking, or failures to block the process of accommodation (Lewis). 7. Philosophical discussion again. Epistemological authority (credibility component), and practical authority (‘Let’s pursue this!’). Institutional and informal aspects. Possibility of misfire, silence or illocutionary disablement for speakers lacking authority. 8. Authority and gender norms. Norms about risk-taking, initiative, aggression, hesitation, cooperation. Authority acquired by speakers who make unblocked risk-taking moves, that presuppose speaker authority; and not acquired by speakers who don’t (cf. Maitra; Tina Fey, ‘I’ll be your surgeon today?’). 9. Authority and uncertainty: third personal. In conditions of uncertainty, distribution of authority will do extra work. Uncertain illocution due to unclear intention: ‘coming from him, I took it as an order’ (Austin). (ii) Uncertain illocution, due to obscurity of locution: compatible with (indeed conferring of) authority for some and not others (Sperber). (iii) Uncertain illocution, due to difficulty of locution, given that philosophy is just hard; ditto. Given difficulty/obscurity, extra attentional and cognitive effort required by hearers merely for uptake, let alone response; a resource to be invested wisely. 10. Authority and uncertainty: first personal. In conditions of uncertainty, claiming authority,and blocking undeserved assumptions of authority, will be fraught. It can be hard to tell whether your idea is a good one. The relevance of different explanatory styles (externalizing vs. internalizing— ‘it must be me’, imposter syndrome. 11. The blocking of presupposition and bystander responsibility. Given that bystander acts and omissions are involved in the blocking or accommodating of authority of both sorts, responsibilities for hearers are greater than they might seem: just as false presuppositions can be blocked, so too can unjust assumptions of authority—at least sometimes! To be avoided: acts and omissions that allow more unjust accrual of authority, and prevent its more just emergence. Austin, J. L. 1962. How to Do Things with Words (Oxford University Press) Fricker, Miranda. 2007. Epistemic Injustice: Power and the Ethics of Knowing (NY: Oxford University Press) Fey, Tina. 2011. Bossypants (Sphere) Hornsby, Jennifer. 1995. ‘Disempowered Speech’, Philosophical Topics 23, ed. Sally Haslanger, 127-147 Langton, Rae. (forthcoming) Accommodating Injustice (the 2015 John Locke Lectures) (Oxford: Oxford University Press) —2018. ‘Blocking as Counter-speech’, in New Work on Speech Acts, ed. Daniel Fogal, Daniel Harris and Matt Moss (Oxford University Press, 2018) —2018. ‘The Authority of Hate Speech’, Oxford Studies in Philosophy of Law, Vol. 3, eds. John Gardner, Les Green, Brian Leiter — 2012. ‘Beyond Belief: Pragmatics in Hate Speech and Pornography’, Speech and Harm eds. McGowan and Maitra (Oxford University Press) — 2009. Sexual Solipsism: Philosophical Essays on Pornography and Objectification (Oxford University Press) Lewis, David. 1979. ‘Scorekeeping in a Language Game’, Journal of Philosophical Logic 8, 339-59 Maitra, Ishani. 2012. ‘Subordinating Speech’, Speech and Harm, eds. Maitra and McGowan McGowan, Mary Kate. 2009. ‘Oppressive Speech’, Australasian Journal of Philosophy 87, 389-407 Raz, Joseph. 1979. The Authority of Law. Oxford: Clarendon Press Sperber, Dan. 2010. ‘The Guru Effect’, Review of Philosophy and Psychology 1(4) 583-92 Stern, Thomas. ‘The Five Questions: An exercise in how to ask a good question’, UCL ‘What is it like to be a woman in philosophy?’, http://beingawomaninphilosophy.wordpress.com BPA Good Practice Scheme, http://bpa.ac.uk/resources/women-in-philosophy/good-practice rhl27@cam.ac.uk 
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